Symmetric structures in the universe of protein folds.
Insights in structural biology can be gained by analyzing protein architectures and characterizing their structural similarities. Current computational approaches enable a comparison of a variety of structural and physicochemical properties in protein space. Here we describe the automated detection of rotational symmetries within a representative set of nearly 10,000 nonhomologous protein structures. To find structural symmetries in proteins initially, equivalent pairs of secondary structure elements (SSE), i.e., alpha-helices and beta-strands, are assigned. Thereby, we also allow SSE pairs to be assigned in reverse sequential order. The results highlight that the generation of symmetric, i.e., repetitive, protein structures is one of nature's major strategies to explore the universe of possible protein folds. This way structurally separated 'islands' of protein folds with a significant amount of symmetry were identified. The complete results of the present study are available at http://agknapp.chemie.fu-berlin.de/gplus, where symmetry analysis of new protein structures can also be performed.